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NEWS DIRECTOR

In 1989, Amber Flake and her 
siblings were at their house in Gonzales, 
La. when they saw a UFO hovering just 
above their roof.

According to Flake, the UFO was a 
dark, metallic color and was made up of 
several pieces with lights visible on the 
inside.

“It wasn’t like a UFO you see on TV,” 
Flake said.

One of Flake’s sisters corroborated 
her story but requested to not be in the 
article. 

According to Flake and her mother, 
Donna McKinley, men in suits were at 
the house the next day to investigate 
the incident, but McKinley chose not to 
cooperate with them. 

“I don’t know what I was thinking. 
I just looked at him and said, ‘Look 
man, it’s really none of your business,’” 
McKinley said.

 UFO sightings like this one are not as 
uncommon as one might think. 

People in the United States reported 
4,850 sightings to the National UFO 
Reporting Center in 2019 alone.

Pat Linse — a co-founder of the 
Skeptics Society, a nonprofit dedicated 

to debunking unfounded beliefs — said 
most of these people reporting UFO 
sightings are being sincere, but their 
sightings are typically the result of 
hallucinations or optical illusions.

“If you don’t know what you’re 
looking at, you apply something that 
you actually know,” Linse said. “What 
you see depends on what you know and 
how you interpret it.”

With this in mind, it’s possible that 
Flake’s story is a result of an overactive 
imagination. McKinley said she’s 
had several experiences with UFOs, 
including an incident where she 
claimed she was abducted.

“I was walking, and then I don’t 
remember anything. And then the next 
thing I knew I was walking back to the 
house,” she said. “When I went inside 
the house, they told me I had been 
gone for hours, and they were getting 
worried and were getting ready to go 
look for me.”

 She has made several airbrush 
paintings of her encounters with 
extraterrestrials over the years and has 
often told her children stories about her 
otherworldly encounters, so it’s possible 
Flake and her sister saw something they 
didn’t recognize and believed it to be a 
UFO due to their upbringing.  

That being said, Reginald Buck, the 
former state director of the Louisiana 
chapter of the Mutual UFO Network, 
said people are often far too quick to 
dismiss UFO sightings due to military 
propaganda.

“People in the Air Force don’t want to 
spend that much money and that much 
time investigating something that they 
probably believe to be real but doesn’t 
seem like a threat,” Buck said. “So to 
stop that you just tell everybody, ‘Oh, 
it’s all nonsense.’”

Despite this, the Pentagon actually 
budgeted $22 million on UFO research 
in 2017, according to the New York 
Times. This was done in response to 
multiple military aircraft catching 
unknown, ovular objects on video 
during flights.

The United States put its fascination 
with UFOs on full display this June 
when, according to Vox, a 21-year-old 
college student named Matty Roberts 
created a Facebook event to organize a 
raid on Area 51, a top-secret military 
facility in Nevada that has spawned 
countless conspiracy theories about 
UFOs and extraterrestrials, as a joke.

But, the United States Military 
decided the joke wasn’t funny when  
 

2 million people signed up to go, 
according to Forbes.

“[Area 51] is an open training range 
for the U.S. Air Force, and we would 
discourage anyone from trying to come 
into the area where we train American 
armed forces,” Air Force spokeswoman 
Laura McAndrews said in an interview 
with the Washington Post. “The U.S. 
Air Force always stands ready to protect 
America and its assets.”

In response, Roberts closed the 
Facebook event. This didn’t stop 
150 people from showing up at the 
scheduled time, but no raid took place.

Buck said while he doesn’t know 
for sure what’s going on at Area 51, 
he thinks it’s possible the military is 
researching extraterrestrials there.

“Is there a possibility that 
extraterrestrial life or extraterrestrial 
craft were brought (to Area 51)? Yes,” 
he said.

Linse, on the other hand, said she 
doesn’t believe any extraterrestrial 
activity is going on at Area 51.

“If they reverse-engineered these 
flying saucers they aren’t using it,” Linse 
said. “When it comes to the military, 
they will use it if they’ve got it.”

Skeptics and believers respond  
to alleged Louisiana UFO sighting
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Emblem of Americorps found on their office building on Thursday Oct. 17, 2019.
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A drawing of a space ship McKinley said she created.
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A drawing of a sleeping woman by McKinley, who claims this woman appeared to her 
during a guided hypnosis session after the encounter. 
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UL to collect campus ghost stories, 
official speaks on well-known hauntings

Student shares life with sleep paralysis, 
counselor comments on value of sleep

Melissa Watson
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Students will have a chance to tell 
the Center for Louisiana Studies about 
their paranormal campus encounters 
in front of the Edith Garland Dupré 
library from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Oct. 
31, according to the center’s Assistant 
Director for Research John “Pudd” 
Sharp. 

“On Halloween, probably from 11 
(a.m.) to 1 (p.m.), we want to set up a 
recording station outside, like a tent, to 
talk about stuff like that if people want 
to stop by and tell us a story,” Sharp 
said. 

Sharp said this new project drew 
inspiration from the Dr. Patricia 
Rickels collection, a compilation of 
recorded campus hauntings and other 
university lore that dates back to the 
1970s. 

“It made me think that we need to 
start a collection of campus lore that 
the Center for Louisiana Studies can, 
with (students’) help, have people come 
to us and tell us things about campus 
that aren’t being recorded so we can 
be a location that these things can be 
recorded and stored,” he said. 

He listed some examples of well-
known student ghost stories at the 
University of Louisiana at Lafayette, 
including the tales surrounding the 
Harris Hall elevator. 

“One of the main stories on campus 
has to do with Harris Hall and a ghost 
of a student there,” he said, “Supposedly 
a sleepwalking student fell into an open 
elevator shaft. One of the things from 

Dr. Pat Rickels’ collection was that 
someone saw a disembodied head in 
Harris Hall.” 

Although the center is looking for 
new tales to collect, Sharp and his 
coworkers are no strangers to stories of 
strange phenomena. 

The Center for Louisiana Studies is 
currently in the process of moving into 
the Roy House, a 118-year-old mansion 
on the corner of Johnston Street and 
West University Avenue. According 
to Sharp, some people who work in 
the house talk about hearing strange 
noises. 

“The Roy House, which is our future 
home, the ladies who work there have 
had some experiences of hearing 
people walk around when there’s no 
one else,” he said.

However, Sharp said he believes that 
sounds could have a more mundane 
explanation. 

“The upstairs had been empty and 
dormant,” he said. “Occasionally, a 
possum gets in there or something like 
that. So, stuff like that happens, which 
adds to the unknown aspect, I guess.”

Sharp added that the center’s current 
home, the third floor of the Edith 
Garland Dupré library, has its own fair 
share of paranormal stories. 

“Recently, one of the librarians 
stopped me to ask if I had heard 
anything about ghosts on the third 
floor of the library,” he said, adding that 
student workers performed a seance on 
the third floor a year ago. 

Sharp said he has heard several ghost 
stories about the third floor, including 
students seeing a figure dressed in 

white and employees noticing activity 
concentrated around the bathrooms. 
He added that people have discovered 
“creepy elements” in older parts of the 
third floor. 

“There was an unfinished area 
behind a locked door, but when you 
went in, there was an old wheelchair, 
a leather doctor’s case and a doll in a 
glass case,” he said. 

Sharp mentioned reports of an 
increase in paranormal activity on the 
third floor since the seance. 

“Something of note: Since the seance, 
some of the student workers that work 
on the third floor a lot said that it 
didn’t make the ghost go away, that it’s 
made it more active, that it’s sometimes 
pulling books off the shelves and stuff 
like that,” he said. 

John Roman
CONTENT AND WEB MANAGER

For many college students, sleep is 
something they wish they had more of. 
However, some students may feel that 
finding sleep isn’t the hard part, but the 
figures that haunt their nightly rest. 

Lauren Fuselier is a sophomore 
accounting major at the University of 
Louisiana at Lafayette, and she shared her 
long history with sleep paralysis.

An individual experiencing sleep 
paralysis might feel as if they have woken 
up but cannot move their body, a result 
of certain parts of their brain waking up 
during REM (rapid eye movement) sleep.

Fuselier said she’s had sleep paralysis 
for as long as she can remember; she had 
her earliest episode when she was only 3 
years old.

“I didn’t know what the hell was 
going on; I was absolutely terrified,” 
Fuselier said. “And I mean, it was bad 
enough because I was afraid of the dark 
— because, you know, all little kids are 
afraid of the dark.”

Sleep Medicine Reviews published 
a systematic review on sleep paralysis 
back in 2012, in which they found 7.6% 
of the sampled general population had 
experienced sleep paralysis at least once 
in their lifetime. 

The review added that sleep paralysis 
was more common in both student 
populations and psychiatric patient 
populations.

“It’s different for some people, because 
some people can open their eyes and 
some people can breathe, but I can’t,” 
Fuselier said. “It’s almost like I’m stuck 
there holding my breath until I can move; 
I just have to focus on one part of my 
body and try to wiggle out of it.”

When Fuselier says she tries to “wiggle 
out of it,” she is referring to a common 
wake-up method. It involves focusing on 
moving one’s fingers and toes and slowly 
getting control of more and more parts of 
their body until their full body eventually 
wakes up.

One of the most universal and 
identifiable experiences with sleep 
paralysis is that of horrific visions; people 
who have had episodes often talk of 

seeing dark figures or even demons while 
they lie in bed unable to move.

Fuselier described how, even though 
she is unable to open her eyes during 
an episode, she can, at times, feel a dark 
presence with her in the room.

“I think that all stems from the 
imagination, because you don’t know 
what’s happening to you so you 
automatically assume the worst,” Fuselier 
said.

Although her early episodes were 
frightening, Fuselier continued to stress 
that learning about it helped her adjust 
to it.

“Growing up with this, I had to sleep 
with my parents for the longest time 
‘cause I was so terrified,” Fuselier said. 
“So, I’m like 13 years old and I still sleep 
with my mom in her room, because that’s 
where I felt the safest.”

It was in high school that Fuselier 
began to research what sleep paralysis 
was, but for some time, she added, her 
mother did not believe Fuselier when she 
tried to explain what sleep paralysis was 
— that is until her mother experienced it 
for herself.

“I think right after I found out what 
sleep paralysis was I started sleeping by 
myself, and for some reason my mom 
wanted me to sleep with her (one) night,” 
Fuselier said. “And I just remember her 
waking up in the middle of the night, like 
catching her breath and terrified saying 
she couldn’t move, she couldn’t move; she 
didn’t know what the hell was going on 
with her.”

UL Lafayette counselor Ashley Reed, 
M.A., discussed what kinds of sleeping 
habits her student clients generally have.

“College students as a whole, you 
know, there’s a lot of lack of sleep going 
on — lots of late night studying, working 
on projects, hanging out with friends, 
whatnot,” Reed said. “Some of that’s just 
temporary for this population, but if 
it’s something else that’s interfering in 
the client’s quality of life, you know, we 
would look at, well, ‘What can we do 
about this to improve your quality of 
sleep?’”

Reed added that “sleep and mental 
health are closely connected,” and that 
being sleep-deprived can make a person 
more irritable or emotionally vulnerable.

“It’s not unusual for clients with anxiety 
and depression to have sleep problems as 
well,” she said.

As for establishing a healthy sleep 
routine, she recommended about six 
hours of sleep a night, no alcohol or 
caffeine consumption before bed, 
winding down or relaxing for about 20 
minutes before bed and going to sleep 
around the same time every night.

Fuselier added restless leg syndrome 
and stress as contributors to sleep 
paralysis, as well as the consumption of 
some ADHD medication, all of which she 
experiences.

But, as Fuselier said, it isn’t as bad as 
it seems. Although in the early stages of 
life it made her afraid to sleep, Fuselier 
said that her awareness and research have 
helped her adjust to the episodes.

“It’s kind of almost a mind-over-matter 
thing,” Fuselier said. “I mean as a kid, 
being afraid to fall asleep, you have to 
make yourself think happy thoughts 
and just not think about it. Nowadays 
it’s more of, I’m not so worried about it 
because I know what it is and I know how 
to get out of it.”
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Emily Britt
NEWS WRITER

Despite decades of being considered 
weird, nerdy and even taboo, tabletop 
role-playing games are becoming some of 
the more accepted and enjoyed aspects of 
pop culture.

The most popular of these games is 
Dungeons & Dragons, more commonly 
known as D&D. The game consists of 
several players at a table, each with 
their own character, which may be a 
combination of any race and class within 
the setting. A Game Master (GM) or 
Dungeon Master (DM) guides the 
players through the adventure, describing 
scenery, people, scenarios and more.

The players may choose how they 
respond or act within each situation, 
rolling a 20-sided die to determine how 
well they perform the action they desire. 

Of course, as the category suggests, 
each player is expected to play the role 
of their character, breathing life and 
personality into the fictional persona.

According to the official Dungeons 
& Dragons website: “The core of D&D 
is storytelling. You and your friends tell 
a story together, guiding your heroes 
through quests for treasure, battles with 
deadly foes, daring rescues, courtly 
intrigue, and much more.”

One professor at the University of 
Louisiana at Lafayette spoke about his 
experience with the game.

“My first official D&D game that I 
ran where I was aware of the rules I 
would say was 1996, when I was in high 
school — it was 2nd Edition D&D,” Joel 
Terranova, Ph.D., said.

Terranova, a D&D veteran and 
practiced GM, is an English professor 
focusing on 18th century British 
literature and specifically Gothic 
literature.

Gothic themes can especially be 
observed in the D&D adventure module 
“The Curse of Strahd,” which was the 
subject of a presentation Terranova gave 
to the International Gothic Association 
back in August.

His presentation was based on “the 
classical Gothic influences from very 
early Gothic fiction, on ‘Ravenloft,’ which 

was ‘Curse of Strahd’ for 1st Edition,” 
Terranova said. “Gothic being a very 
psychological medium, how, if ran 
‘properly,’ it can be a very psychologically 
fearful experience for the players. 

“And, as a player you’re invested, right? 
You have an active investment in what 
happens to your character, so forth as 
a reader — somebody just reading a 
novel — you’re a passive observer, right? 
You’re along the journey, but you cannot 
influence in any kind of way, so I was 
kind of looking at the psychological 
effects on that.” 

Terranova continued, sharing his 
thoughts on D&D’s growing claim to 
further acceptance.

“It has a tremendous amount of social 
importance in our pop culture right 
now… I absolutely love what’s going 
on… You know, it used to be just the 
domain of sort of, you know, the white-
American socially awkward nerd, if you 
will, to stereotype something, right?” 
Terranova said. “And now it’s become 
more mainstream with the popularity of 
a 5th Edition. I see a lot more — for the 
first time ever in this hobby — I’ve seen 

actually more women interested in it than 
men.”

Terranova also called attention to the 
societal importance of games like D&D.

“It’s bringing people together, 
especially when we’re at a point in our 
country where there’s so much division 
over social, political, economic issues,” 
Terranova said. “D&D is a way where you 
can get people together. You can forget 
about that stuff and you can have a good 
time.”

Terranova shared his thoughts on the 
fantasy genre’s impact on pop culture as 
a whole.

“You don’t have D&D without Tolkien; 
Tolkien’s impact, I think, on culture that 
his presentation of the sort of fantasy 
world has just been profound,” Terranova 
said. “He is the first one that, I think, 
that created something that spoke to a 
lot of people’s interests, and it’s gone on 
to influence so many things. It’s shaped 
modern culture in a way that people, 
you know, seek out video games and 
entertainment with this kind of stuff, and 
Tolkien started that.”

D&D also means something to younger 
generations, especially among groups of 
young adults.

“So it was, to start off, like eight to 
ten of us, and we all didn’t know — I 
mean, a few of us knew each other but 
not everyone knew each other,” Jessie 
Eppling, a junior majoring in  psychology, 
said. “And, then we all got together, and 
now we’re all like this big happy family, 
and I love those guys so much.”

Eppling has been playing D&D 
sporadically for about a year, and she 
holds that each character is significant to 
their player. For her, her character started 
out as an expressive outlet during a rough 
point last year. She says that characters 
allow you “to be someone you aspire to 
be.”

In addition to the love Eppling has for 
her D&D character, she also recognizes 
the vast importance the game has in her 
social circle.

“It brings friends closer together, like, 
you know, ‘We were complete strangers, 
and now all of a sudden like I consider 
y’all my best friends and I would do 
anything for you,’” she said.

Amelia Jennings
NEWS WRITER

Halloween and religion have a history 
of conflict, and some religious people 
to this day may object to parts of the 
holiday. 

 According to History.com, Halloween 
was a religious holiday that originated as 
a pagan celebration before it became a 
Christian holiday known as All Hallows 
Eve. 

“It originated with the ancient Celtic 
festival of Samhain, when people would 
light bonfires and wear costumes to 
ward off ghosts,” the website reads. “In 
the eighth century, Pope Gregory III 
designated November  1 as a time to 
honor all saints; soon, All Saints Day 
incorporated some of the traditions of 
Samhain. The evening before was known 
as All Hallows Eve, and later Halloween.”

Today, it is still a religious celebration, 
but some say that it has become more 
commercialized in the United States.

“What we celebrate today is very very 
commercialized and it also does tend 
to emphasize certain things that I don’t 
think would have been emphasized in 
earlier Halloweens. It has become very 
sexualized, very dark. I don’t think that 
aspect of necessarily is good,” said Father 
Bryce Sibley, the Pastor in Chapel at Our 
Lady of Wisdom Catholic Church and 
Student Center. 

Sibley said he thinks the current 
problems with Halloween originated with 
Protestant fundamentalists.

“The problem is the really Protestant 
attitude towards it. Most Catholics have 
no problem with Halloween, but it’s the 
Protestant fundamentalist attitude that 
has a difficult time seeing how spiritual 
interacts with the goodness of the world,” 
Sibley said. “I see a lot of fundamentalist 
ideas of ‘all secular music is bad’ or ‘all 
secular movies are bad’; that’s not going 
to be the Catholic perspective at all.”

Jessica Trahan, the director of the 
Wesley United Campus Ministry at the 
University of Louisiana at Lafayette, 
responded to this idea. 

“I think it’s an interesting perspective,” 
Trahan said. “I don’t know if there’s any 
one person or group to blame for good 
things going bad. I think that sometimes 
human nature takes over, and we get 
ourselves in a place that we didn’t start.”

Tim Maragos, a Deacon at Our Lady 
of Fatima Church, said that he thinks the 
holiday is no longer religious, but it isn’t 
necessarily bad. 

“The day has pretty much lost its 
religious connotations, even among 
Catholics, but the idea of children 
dressing up as ghosts and goblins should 
make us smile because they are mocking 
the evil that is personified in those fallen 
angels we call devils. As St. Thomas More 
once wrote, ‘The proud Spirit cannot 
endure to be mocked,’” Maragos said. 

Maragos also added how he celebrates 
Halloween with his family.

“My wife makes Halloween costumes 
for our four grandchildren, but my only 
role is to try to give more candy away to 
trick-or-treaters than I eat myself,” he 
said. 

Religious students also have ideas on 
what they believe Halloween should be.

“It’s a fun, I guess, holiday for kids,” 
Cedric Hyman, a non-denominational 
sophomore at UL Lafayette, said. “I’m not 
too sure of the religiousness behind it. I 

consider myself a religious person. I see, 
as long as you’re not celebrating it for the 
wrong things, I don’t see anything wrong 
with it, like Satanic reasons.”

Another student, Hannah Cassano, 
said she disagrees with stereotypes 
surrounding witchcraft and the Wiccan 
faith. 

“When people think of witchcraft, they 
think of cauldrons and mixing spells and 
cursing people and black magic when it’s 
just crystallology, you know, like healing 
through crystals and meditation and 
incense, essential oils, things like that is 
technically, ‘witchcraft,’” Cassano said. 

“I do know people who are very deep 
into the wicca/black magic, but I wouldn’t 
think of myself as a stereotypical witch, 
even though crystals and incense would 
all fall under that,” Cassano added. “I 
guess technically I’m Wiccan, but it has 
a really bad rap. It’s not the stereotypical 
like witchcraft that people think it is.” 

She then talked about how witches are 
represented in Halloween:

“I wouldn’t say (the representation) 
is rude. It’s all in good spirits. It’s all in 
good fun, although I do think a lot of the 
high-brow of all witches being evil and 
bloodthirsty murderers is a bit dramatic,” 
she said.

Local religious members 
talk conflict with Halloween

More than nerds at a table: Dungeons 
& Dragons’ growth in popularity
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT

SGA votes 
on finance 
proposals
David Reed
NEWS DIRECTOR

The Student Government Association 
held a meeting in the Helma B. 
Constantine Forum on Monday, Oct. 28 
at 5 p.m.

At the meeting, SGA approved two 
amendments, both of which dealt with 
finances. Amendment six changed 
Article VIII, Section 1, Subsection 
4 of the SGA Bylaws. Originally, no 
campus organization or individual on 
campus can request funds only once per 
semester with the exception of academic 
organizations. Now “individuals 
presenting” are also exempt from this 
rule. This includes graduate students 
seeking money for research.

“(The Graduate Student Organization) 
is very excited about that proposition 
and they appreciate the investment 
in graduate students,”  SGA Graduate 
School President Rex Jones said. 

Amendment seven established the 
Programming Fund Committee, who will 
be in charge of grant requests. Grants the 
committee approves will be placed on the 
agenda for the next SGA meeting. SGA 
Treasurer Johnathan Adams will serve as 
the chair of the committee.

The resolution also sets guidelines 
for what a grant needs in order to be 
accepted. Organizations must provide 
a list of all the expenses the grant will 
fund and it must not exceed $1,000. It 
also states that grants won’t be given for 
meals.

Jones also proposed a resolution to 
increase the pay for student-employees 
at the university. Currently, student-
employees make the federal minimum 
wage. The resolution doesn’t specify what 
student-workers should be paid exactly 
or say where the money for the student 
raises should come from; it is only 
intended to implore the university to 
raise the wages of student-employees.

“So again it’s not calling for an 
amount. It’s saying that there should be a 
meaningful increase (in student wages),” 
he said.

Photo by Kenton Jackson / The Vermilion

The interior of Our Lady of Wisdom Catholic Church, before 12 p.m. mass on Friday, Oct. 
25, 2019.
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Nicole Mistretta
SPECIAL TO THE VERMILION

Every Halloween, as children dress up 
with plans to beg for bags full of candy, 
parents plan to check every piece.

Although there are no confirmed cases, 
some parents worry about the candy 
strangers give out on Halloween night.

Cpl. Bridgette Dugas, public 
information officer at the Lafayette Police 
Department, said the department does 
not find contaminated Halloween candy 
to be a concern. 

“We’ve never had a case of that 
happening in Lafayette,” Dugas said.

Donna Alford, a 48-year-old mother 
of four, said she always checked her 
children’s Halloween candy, but is not 
concerned any more than usual this year.

“Anything unwrapped or (anything 
that) looks weird, we throw away,” 
Alford said. “We (trick-or-treat) in the 
neighborhood and only go to houses we 
know. Maybe I’m just paranoid.”

The annual unease started with a 
handful of tampered Pixy Stix distributed 
to a few children in Pasadena, Texas, on 
Halloween night in 1974.

That night, according to The Houston 
Chronicle, 30-year-old Ronald Clark 
O’Bryan attempted to poison five 
children with tampered Pixy Stix. Of 
the five children, two were his son and 
daughter. Only O’Bryan’s 8-year-old son, 
Timothy, consumed the cyanide-laced 
candy and died later that night.

None of the other four children 
consumed the Pixy Stix, but an 
investigation was underway. 

Police had not suspected O’Bryan until 
the evidence stacked up against him. In 
the months before the incident, O’Bryan 
attempted to buy a small amount of 
cyanide and took out insurance policies 
on his children. Police believed O’Bryan’s 
motive was his $100,000 debt and 
inability to hold a steady job for 10 years. 

Police arrested and charged O’Bryan 
on one count of capital murder and four 
counts of attempted murder. O’Bryan 
claimed he was innocent until his 

execution on March 31, 1984, about 10 
years after the incident.

According to Joel Best, sociologist 
at the University of Delaware, media 
outlets promoted the story throughout 
the 1980s which drove parents to fear 
tampered candy. Halloween became a 
day of caution and O’Bryan earned his 
nickname “The Candyman” as well as the 
title of “The Man Who Killed Halloween,” 
according to the Herald Journal in 1982. 

 

Almost all candy tampering cases were 
pranks performed by a family member 
or friend, usually involving sharp objects, 
according to Best. Of these cases, most 
resulted in no injuries or, at most, minor 
injuries. Best said no child has ever been 
killed by eating Halloween candy from a 
stranger. 

Follow the Vermilion on Twitter       
@TheVermilion for more updates

Brianne Hendricks
DIGITAL MEDIA MANAGER

Hunting season has arrived, but I’m 
not talking about hunting the living. 

Throughout our rocky history, 
Louisiana has become a hotbed of 
paranormal activity and ripe for 
investigations of the ghostly persuasion. 
Locations like the Myrtles Plantation, the 
Dauphine Orleans Hotel and the Hanging 
Jail frequently appear on “Most Haunted” 
lists and are ripe for any supernatural 
sleuth looking for their own evidence.

What’s in it for them? 
Possible understanding.
“Through the Veil”, a television show 

featuring paranormal investigators,  
member BJ Haggerty travels across 
the state with his fellow ghost hunters 
seeking to master the metaphysical and 
help a few folks out along the way on 
both sides of the veil. 

“You buy a house and start rebuilding 
it and all the sudden activities going 
crazy?” Haggerty said. “Well, think of 
the spirit at that site; if they don’t realize 
they’re dead, and it’s all centered on ‘Who 
is this person and what are they doing to 
my house?’ That is the situation, and you 
know, it’s a tragedy. We’ve got to try to 
figure out a way to help them.” 

Haggerty said he’s come across a few 
different spirits in his time as a hunter, 
like the spirit of a young boy who 
drowned and simply wanted his mother, 
or an old whistling jail guard pacing 
the floors. Both of them just using the 
energies around them to make their 
presence known to those on the physical 
plane.

But not all apparitions are created 
equal.“We went into someone’s house. It 
was very, very dark. There were claims 
of stuffed animals locked in a glass cage 
appearing in other rooms, which to 
have that kind of power is more than a 
little nerve-racking,” Haggerty said. “We 
did the investigation, and I was cut that 
night.” 

The wound appeared behind his ear. 
Later that evening, in another dark 
room, the entity tossed Haggerty into 
a corner and began to attack him. The 
gruesome onslaught would change his 
life forever, and change the way the 
group would proceed to, before entering 
a supernaturally active location, pray for 
protection first.

“When a family decides to call a 
paranormal investigator, and they go, ‘I’ve 
got a problem’ I always think, how scared 
are they to reach a point where they 
think ‘We need to go to a paranormal 

investigator.’ This is very different than 
‘We’ve got to bring you to a doctor,’” 
Haggerty said. 

Though it’s not always homes that are 
the source of the problem; Haggerty also 
points to objects that can possess links 
to the supernatural world. Some objects 
carry curses, while others may hold 
significance for those who have passed. 
Something akin to your favorite cup will 
still be your favorite cup after you die, 
and perhaps your spirit isn’t done with it 
yet. 

“Met a girl that had about 100 haunted 
dolls,” Haggerty said. 

Brandi Lampin and her husband Tony 
Lampin, the “Louisiana Ghost Hunters,” 
have both experienced spooky specters 
and began to search for the uncanny 
in their off time. The pair lock and 
load themselves with digital recorders, 
flashlights and other tools to tempt the 
departed souls into contact. 

“Our son, age 15, was with us, and for 
some reason, his energy was being used 
to answer questions,” Brandi Lampin 
said. “The light he was holding was used 
for questioning. It only worked if he was 
holding the light. After the questioning 
was over, he was ice cold to the touch.” 

Mainly hunting in cemeteries around 
DeRidder, Brandi Lampin said she feels 

some ghosts may not even know they are 
dead while other spirits may pop in for 
a visit from time to time. Between the 
two of them, they’ve collected evidence 
of shadows, growing sounds and, as with 
their son, direct responses to questions. 

I did a bit of my own ghost hunting 
over the past few weeks, picking up a 
few phone apps to test the supernatural 
for myself and possibly gain a bit of 
understanding. Using the “Ghost 
Radar Legacy” App, it allowed spirits to 
manipulate the air around me to see if 
they had something to say about our old 
building.

The words “Someone,” “Eventually,” 
“Push” and “Fireplace” appeared within 
10 minutes of the app starting. Though I 
believed the words to be random at first, 
“Fireplace” struck me. I sit 10 feet from a 
fireplace within our office. I’d venture it’s 
the one of the only fireplaces on campus. 

Want to find a few ghoulies for 
yourself? 

Author David Castleton has a great tip: 
“In Louisiana, it’s said that if you cook a 
meal in silence and stir it anti-clockwise, 
a ghost will slip in and sit at the table.”

Happy hunting.

Local paranormal investigators talk 
theories, experiences with profession

History behind trick-or-treating 
anxieties, parents and police comment

Graphic by Cole Broussard

Graphic by Andre Bourgeois
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Marina Prestenbach
SPECIAL TO THE VERMILION

“The first time I’ve ever ever in 
my life got touched was in the green 
house. I was taking a shower, and I felt 
something go in like a soft touch, like a 
caress, it’s so weird. It started in the top 
middle of my back and went all the way 
down.”

Ghosts and spirits may be the 
objects of imagination and nightmares 
for some, but for April Stansbury, a 
40- year-old Opelousas woman, it’s 
everyday life. 

Stansbury has experienced eerie 
situations for as long as she can 
remember, from seeing strange beings 
to hearing unnerving sounds.

“Things have been happening to me 
in my life since I was a little girl, and it 
got to the point that I was researching 
and reading and trying to see what’s 
wrong with me,” she said.

But is something “wrong” with 
Stansbury, or is she truly haunted?

 Her story begins early in life.
“When I was a little girl, I used to be 

deathly afraid of my aunt’s house. It was 
old, and I refused to go on the inside 
because that was the first place that I 
saw something,” Stansbury said.  

“I was 5 or 6 in there playing with 
her daughter, my cousin, and we’re in 
the den playing, and I heard this noise. 
And it almost sounded like it was 
saying my name. And I turned around 
and when I turned around, I screamed 
and knocked my cousin down running 
out of the den.

“And I told my momma there was 
an evil snowman in there, but now 
in hindsight I can say that whatever I 
saw was white in color, I guess that’s 
why I said it was a snowman. But all I 
remember is seeing something white, 
but the eyes were like a blackish-red, 
like it was deep. And it’s weird, this 
aunt that I did see something in her 
house, her husband is a preacher.”

Some critics may say this encounter 
was simply a child’s imagination gone 
wild. But this wasn’t Stansbury’s only 
encounter. Her older brother also used 
to see things as a child, and on several 
occasions saw a being outside of his 
bedroom window, staring in. 

On one instance, the two both 
saw the figure standing outside the 
bedroom window and claimed that it 
leaned in as if to make eye contact with 
them. When their father went outside 
to check, the figure was not there.

Later in life, Stansbury started 
noticing things affecting her children 
as well.

“When my oldest, he’s 22 now, when 
he was 2 years old, we lived in a trailer, 
and he would wake up every single 
night around 2:30 a.m.,” Stansbury 
said. “And he wasn’t wet or hungry, but 
something would wake him up and 
he would be screaming at the top of 
his lungs, standing up in his crib just 
screaming. 

“And one day, I noticed something 
that made me leave my house. I could 
hear him on the monitor babbling, 
but when I walked in his room, he’s 
in the corner of his room, looking up 
at the ceiling corner, baby talking and 
laughing. And when I went in there, it 
wasn’t a good feeling,” she said.

Stansbury explained that the trailer 
she had been living in when this 
occurred had previously belonged to 
her cousin who had been killed by a 
train “right up the street from where we 
were staying.”

Although terrifying, all the unusual 
events Stansbury had experienced in 
her life where nothing compared to the 
things she started dealing with when 
she moved into an old, green Victorian 
home in Opelousas. 

“That’s when it got worse,” she said.
According to Stansbury, the 

home’s original construction date 
was unknown to the realtor, but it 
was marked as 80-plus years old on 

paperwork. Stansbury noted that one 
thing she never understood about the 
house was that in her master bedroom 
there was a lock inside the closet, as if 
for someone to lock themselves inside.

Things started in the house 
immediately upon Stansbury and 
her family moving in. According to 
her, while moving into the house she 
“heard something, and it sounded like 
whispering. Didn’t think anything of it.”

One of Stansbury’s most memorable 
encounters in the green house was 
frightening, but also bizarre.

“I was sitting at my desk in my room 
typing, and I had left some clothes on 
my bed to fold later,” Stansbury said. 
“I had washed them, left them in the 
dryer for hours, took them out the 
dryer, threw them on my bed, and left 
them there for some time. 

“So, I was typing for a while, all of a 
sudden, I smelled smoke and noticed 
that my bed was on fire. Now, I hadn’t 
put anything on my bed recently, so 
I was confused. I yelled for my son 
and he came in and grabbed up all my 
blankets and dried clothes and threw 
them in the shower. We looked and 
looked, but there was nothing on my 
bed that would have started that fire. 
The weird part is that I took a picture of 
my blankets all burned up, and I can’t 
see it, but my son swears that there is a 
face in the fire marks.”

Stansbury wasn’t the only one 
affected by the move to the new house; 
her eldest son began experiencing night 
terrors.

“He would wake up in the middle of 
the night screaming at the top of his 
lungs, ‘NO, NO, NO!’ at somebody,” 
Stansbury said. “When I talked to him 
about it, he would say that the dark 
man would stand in the corner of his 
room and would tell him to kill his 
younger brother.” 

Stansbury’s husband was often 
skeptical of the stories his wife would 
tell him concerning her experiences, 
either joking with her about the 
situations, or simply not believing her. 
The green house changed that.

“My husband was a major non-
believer, until it happened to him. 
He admitted to me in seeing dark 
shadows,” she said. 

Stansbury’s husband explains that, 
while he was home alone, he saw a 
figure out the corner of his eye go into 
his hall bathroom. He immediately 
began yelling at the “person” and 
grabbed his gun. After searching the 
bathroom, which had no other exits, he 
found no one.

In another instance, her husband 
claimed to have seen someone’s 
shadow walking under the crack of his 
bedroom door, but again he was home 
alone. 

“I’m lying in the bed, and I hear a 
noise, and I see that shadow pass like 
somebody just walked through the 
kitchen.”

Stansbury and her family moved 
out of the green house for reasons 
unrelated to the ghostly encounters. 
The next home they moved into 
was also an old Victorian home in 
Opelousas.

Moving houses didn’t stop the 
occurrences.

 “I feel like whatever was in the first 
house has been with us through the 
next house, and then will the next 
house,” she said.

After living with the experiences for 
her entire life, Stansbury claims that 
her experiences are something that she 
has mostly accepted.

“Because nothing has freaked me 
out enough to where I feel like I need 
Ed and Lorraine Warren,” she added, 
laughing. “But, I don’t think you could 
ever get used to it.

“I have been so scared that I literally 
wake up in the night and immediately 
go into prayer, because I felt like that’s 
the only thing that’s going to help,” she 
said.

Jacob de Gruy
NEWS WRITER

“I was born with a crazy gift that I 
believe God gave to me, and when I 
realized that I wasn’t crazy, I started 
using my gift to help find the missing 
and the murdered.”

A psychic is someone who claims 
to have extrasensory perception. The 
reality behind psychics and their gifts 
has been debated for years. In the spirit 
of the season, I decided to visit a local 
psychic, not only to hear my story, but 
to hear hers as well.

April, also known as the “Cajun 
Medium,” is a widely recognized 
psychic medium who operates 
primarily in Lafayette and surrounding 
areas. While she does read Tarot cards 
and communicates with those who 
have passed, April also works with the 
police, claiming to have solved 27 cases 
in the last two years. For this reason, 
April did not share her last name. The 
Lafayette Police Department declined 
to comment.

When working on a police case, April 
said the police typically give her their 
clues, and she uses her gift to find the 
victim. She solved her first case with 
a nursery rhyme: “Over the river and 
through the woods.” 

Originally, April said she would 
have to seek out cases. She would see a 
missing person’s sign and reach out to 
the family, looking to help. Over time, 
she’s become more broadly recognized, 
and the cases now come to her.

“Oftentimes I have to go out there 
and put my feet on the ground. If I put 
my feet on the ground where someone 
was taken, I sense and see it all,” she 
said. 

April is a physical medium. While 
other mediums’ gifts involve seeing or 
hearing things, April feels things. 

“If they were shot in the head, I 
will feel where the gun was pointed 
on their head,” April said. “I can tell 
the difference between a hanging and 
strangulation, because I can feel the 
fingers on my neck.”

April said she can also feel sickness in 
those close to her. When someone she 
knows is sick, she feels their symptoms 
without knowing whose symptoms 
they are. She also claims to see cancer 
in people, and occasionally certain 
things like heart attacks, before they 
happen. Often, April has to find out 
whose sickness she’s feeling, and pray 
for them, before she herself can feel 
better.

This gift doesn’t exclusively apply 
to sicknesses, however. She said when 
someone relatively close to her is 
pregnant, she typically wakes up every 
morning with morning sickness, and it 
doesn’t end until she figures out who is 
pregnant. She even claims to be able to 
tell how many children someone will 
have, just by looking at them.

April said she first discovered her 
abilities when she was about 4 years 
old, adding she would see something 
and just know things about it. For 
instance, even as a child, April said she 
would look at weather forecasts about 
a hurricane and know where it would 
end up, just by looking at the map.

However, April did not start working 
with her gift until years later. At such a 
young age, she did not understand her 
abilities. 

“I took lots of antidepressants, 
antidepressants kill it,” April said. “I 
started when I was about fifteen, and 
I didn’t stop for about twenty years. 
When I finally did stop, I realized I 
wasn’t crazy. I did know what that guy 
in traffic had for breakfast, and that his 
coffee tasted like caramel because my 
mouth tastes like caramel right now 
watching him drink his coffee.” 

April then decided to start working 
with her gift instead of against it.

“I was driving in my car one day and 
saw a missing kid’s poster and I thought 
‘Oh I wish I could use my gift to help,’ 
and all of a sudden my throat was being 
slashed, and I was in the woods being 
murdered; the most horrific murder,” 
she said.

 Although the police found the 
bodies first, April said she was about 
five feet off from solving her first case.

As for her business, April does both 
Tarot readings and mediumship. For 
Tarot card readings, April tells her 
clients their past, present and future, 
all the while giving them guidance 
and explanations. Mediumship is a bit 
different.

“I look at their picture of a person 
that’s passed and connect with their 
eyes, because the eyes really are the 
window to the soul,” April said. “And 
then it just starts flowing through my 
body. I feel what they felt and what they 
want the person in front of me to know.

“It’s kind of like grabbing a lightning 
bolt, though,” she added. “I can only 
stay connected so long, and then 
I’m sick or drained. I can do twenty 
Tarot card readings without feeling 
drained, but I can only do about two 
mediumship appointments in one day.”

Finally, we began what I had been 
anticipating: my Tarot reading. April 
started with prayer, and then began 
shuffling the cards. Occasionally, one 
would fall out, and before I could 
wonder if this was due to clumsiness, 
she answered my question.

“That’s what they do, I read the ones 
that fall out, but I have to shuffle them 
four times before I can read them.”

As each one fell out, she would 
arrange them in a line. My interest 
spiked when I realized there was no 
ordering of the cards. She did not take 
time arranging them. She simply put 
them in line as soon as they fell out as if 
they were falling into order themselves.

April would occasionally glance at a 
card as it fell, and would let out an “oh 
gosh.” This had me sitting on the edge 
of my seat, anticipating the story she 
was about to tell me. 

“Oftentimes people come to me so 
that I can fuss at them, and I feel like I 
have to fuss at you,” said April. “I don’t 
like having to fuss at people on their 
first reading, I’m sorry. But oftentimes I 
pray that God sends me the people that 
need to hear the message most.”

She began her explanations, and 
after each card, I became more and 
more bewildered by the accuracy of her 
reading. She was mentioning things 
in my recent past that were spot-on, 
and not overly vague. However, as any 
newcomer to the metaphysical would 
be, I still had some doubts.

The defining moment of our session 
was when I asked April to help me 
communicate with my grandmother 
who passed away last year. The first 
thing she told me sent chills down my 
spine.

“She keeps showing me the inside 
of your car, I don’t know why. Do you 
drive really bad? Maybe she’s telling 
you to be careful,” she said.

“It was her car,” I said. At this 
moment, how could I doubt April’s 
abilities?

After that chilling moment, April told 
me what my grandmother wanted me 
to hear, and that she is always with me, 
on my right.

When I first arrived, I was afraid I 
would leave feeling even more doubt 
than before. But as I drove away, I 
couldn’t ignore the feeling that my 
grandmother was there with me in the 
passenger seat.

VISITING A PSYCHIC

‘Cajun Medium’ connects 
with missing, departed

Photo by Jacob de Gruy / The Vermilion

April, also known as the “Cajun Medium,” shuffles Tarot cards.
Photo via April Stansbury

Burned clothes and blankets forming the possible image of a face. 

Opelousas resident 
shares haunting history
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Lachelle Smith
SPORTS EDITOR

Change is always a good thing, but it is 
sometimes difficult to get used to, and for 
the Ragin’ Cajuns, the basketball court 
at the Cajundome is one change fans are 
going to have to get comfortable with for 
the upcoming season. 

Most sports fans have seen or heard of 
the infamous blue football field at Boise 
State University or the forest-like court 
for the University of Oregon. But, a lot of 
fans in college basketball and specifically 
the Sun Belt Conference knew about 
the swamp mural that was designed on 
the Louisiana basketball court in the 
Cajundome, making this court design 
for the Ragin’ Cajuns arguably one of the 
most creative and unique courts in the 
country. 

The swamp-designed basketball court 
was introduced in November of 2016 
and was a part of the 21.2 million dollar 
Cajundome renovation project. What 
encouraged the design was the Cypress 
Swamp on Lake Martin that is located on 
the university’s campus near the Student 
Union. The swamp court was designed 
by Praters Hardwood Floors located in 
Chattanooga, Tennessee. 

But, for this 2019-2020 season, there is 
a new court with a brand new design. The 
design now has “LOUISIANA” on both 
baselines in white on red instead of white 
on black. In the center court, the logo 
‘RAGIN’ CAJUNS’ is in large letters with 
the Sun Belt Conference logos on both 
sides of the floor. 

The new-look was revealed on social 
media from the Ragin’ Cajuns Athletics 
twitter with a video displaying the court 
with the caption, “New court, who dis?”

The Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns Men’s 
Basketball twitter then quoted the tweet 
with their own response of the new 

design, reading “Look Fresh. Feel Fresh. 
New digs for the Ragin’ Cajuns in 2019-
20. #Geaux Cajuns. 

The new design does seem to be 
cleaner and straight to the point of 
reinforcing the Louisiana brand, but 
there were mixed feelings around the new 
court. 

Former Ragin’ Cajun basketball player 
Malik Marquetti tweeted about his 
feelings with reference to the new design 
of the court, “Now, I won’t say that I don’t 
like the court, but I will say, I’m very glad 
that I got to play on the old one.”

Some fans were happy to see the new 
court, but as Louisiana Assistant Director 
of Athletics for Communications and 
Digital Strategy Patrick Crawford 
describes it as classic and emphasizes the 
Cajun brand.

“We intended for the next reiteration 
of the floor to have a classic look to it,” 
Crawford said. “Most basketball courts 
have a handful of resurfacings in their 
lifespan, this was the latest resurfacing — 
a re-gloss.”

The public response of the students 
showed a struggle to accept the new 
court because they felt that it went from 
creative to basic.

Some tweets from students read: 
“New court looks nice, but I liked how 

unique the swamp was since no one else 
will put a swamp on their court,” Tyrell 
Lentini tweeted.

“Hate it. Period. End of story. They 
went from creative to basic. Make it make 
sense,” Angèle Jones tweeted.

“I miss the swamp court bring it back! 
We had the best court in the country,” 
Kenton Jackson tweeted.

Louisiana alumnus and a former 
football player for the Ragin’ Cajuns 
Vince Thomas gave some comments on 
the transformation. 

“I think it takes away from our 
southern and Cajun culture,” Thomas 
said. “With this new court, it is very 
generic and it is similar to any other 
court except for the colors and the name 
Louisiana surrounding it whereas the last 
court displayed our Cajun culture.

“Being a former student and football 
player I used to love going to the 
basketball games. I remember being at 
the games and hearing fans from other 
teams come to the game and talk about 
the court and how they really haven’t 
seen anything with that type of design. 
I personally think it was unnecessary to 
change the court.”

Sophomore Chrysta Porter said they 
felt that the court came alive on game 
days because of what the swamp signified 
for the students.

“I think UL is having a major problem 
with fixing things that were never broken; 
the old court was special because it 
signified what we see on our campus 
every day, and that is our swamp,” Porter 
said. “In my opinion, it was what made 
our court come alive on game days. 
Unfortunately, now the court just looks 
basic and boring. I will still support our 
boys and girls on the team, but the court 
is just not up to par.”

With this resurfaced design the Ragin’ 
Cajuns will now have to find a way to 
stand out in different ways. And fans 
will get a first look at this new effort to 
stand out on Oct. 28 as the Louisiana 
women’s team faces Mississippi College 
in an exhibition match; the men’s team 
will open their season on Nov. 5 against 
Loyola of New Orleans.

Madelyn Myer
SPORTS WRITER

Skyla Sykes is only a sophomore for the 
Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns soccer program, 
but she’s already making big waves. 
Straight out of San Diego, Sykes plays the 
forward position for the Ragin Cajuns.

“I love my position on this team on and 
off the field,” Sykes wrote in a message. 
“I’m only a sophomore on the team, 
but there’s just a culture on this team 
that’s indifferent to how old you are, so 
everyone is equally important,” she wrote 
in a message.

Sykes grew up playing soccer and has 
loved it for a long time.

“I’ve been playing soccer since I was 
3, and when I was younger it was just 
running around lol, but as I grew older it 
just became a part of who I was and what 
I loved to do,” she wrote in a message. 

Sykes’ experience is evident. In high 
school, she lettered all four years, aiding 
her team in reaching a championship 
game in 2014 and later being named 
First-Team All-League in 2016. 

Like any long-time athlete, Sykes has a 
favorite part of the game. 

“My favorite thing about playing soccer 
is how beautiful the game is when it’s 
played well,” Sykes wrote in a message. 
“When I’m with my team and we’re 
moving the ball and creating plays it’s just 
so fun.” 

Times can get difficult, but Sykes 
credits the actual gameplay being most 
rewarding, “That for me is what makes all 
of the failures and time and effort that we 
put into practices worth it,” she wrote in 
a message. 

The season is coming to an end soon, 
so Sykes thought back to some of her 
favorite games of the season. 

“One of the best games of the season 
was versus Appalachian State,” Sykes 
wrote in a message. “We won 1-9 in 
double overtime, and it was such an 
exciting game.”

Louisiana played Appalachian State on 
Oct. 4 at home. Sykes wrote in a message 
she believes they could have improved 
in their skills, but she was proud of the 
unity and energy as a team. Another 
favorite of hers was the South Alabama 
game played on Sept. 22. 

“We also battled well against South 
Alabama, who is at the top of our 
conference. We tied the game, but had 
opportunities to come out on top,” Sykes 
wrote in a message. 

This is the first season under Head 
Coach Lance Key and only Sykes’s 
second year on the team, but she’s already 
looking ahead. 

“I am really excited for our next 
two games because they are chances 
for us to perform at home and show 
everyone what we can do,” Sykes wrote 
in a message. “These games are really 
important for our position in conference 
play but we have everything we need to 
be successful in these games, so it’s just 
an exciting weekend.”

The last two games of the season were 
against Georgia Southern on Oct. 25 
and Troy on Oct. 27. But beyond just the 
games, Sykes is also ready for the future 
in general. 

“I am also really excited for the future 
of this program because Coach Lance 
and Coach Salas are really taking steps to 
push this program to the best it can be,” 
Sykes wrote in a message. 

The team is also becoming more 
involved in the community and more 
unified in their culture of becoming 
champions. 

“There are tons of big things ahead so 
it’s all really exciting,” Sykes wrote in a 
message. 

So far this season Sykes played 16 
games and started in 11. She’s had three 
shots on goal, one assist and one goal. 
Outside of soccer, her major is political 
science. She hopes to become a lawyer in 
the future. 

In the spirit of Halloween, Sykes 
commented on her favorite Halloween 
movie. 

“My favorite Halloween movie is 
The Nightmare Before Christmas. The 
soundtrack is so good and the animation 
in that movie is amazing,” Sykes wrote in 
a message. 

With a work ethic like this and a 
dedicated ideology, Sykes has big things 
ahead with the Ragin’ Cajuns. 

Follow the Vermilion on Twitter       
@TheVermilion for more updates

An inside look at recent reform to  
Cajundome basketball court

Skyla Sykes has the right mindset to 
continue to grow with her team 

Sports

Photo via Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns Twitter video

Photo by Brian Tran / The Vermilion

Sophomore Skyla Sykes (2) takes a shot on goal as the Ragin’ Cajuns take on the Coastal 
Carolina Chanticleers on Sunday, Oct. 6, 2019.

Photo by Brian Tran / The Vermilion

Sophomore Skyla Sykes (2) sprinting towards the ball as the Ragin’ Cajuns take on the 
Coastal Carolina Chanticleers on Sunday, Oct. 6, 2019.
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Lachelle Smith
SPORTS EDITOR

Twelve teams competed in Rio, 
California in the pursuits to be called 
“National Champion” for the Division 
1 Crown at the National Collegiate 
Water Ski Association, and out of 
those 12 teams, the Ragin’ Cajuns 
won their seventh Water Ski National 
Championship. 

The Louisiana water ski team was first 
formed in 1988. Starting in 1995 was 
when they claimed their first national 
championship title, and they have been 
adding more titles to their resume from 
1997, 2003, 2005, 2010 and 2015. 

Head Coach Ryan Gonzales made a 
statement regarding his team and how he 
is proud of what they have accomplished. 

“It’s obviously an absolutely great 
feeling for both of us, they have worked 
for this all season and for the past four 
years since winning in 2015,” Coach 
Gonzales said in statement to The 
Vermilion. “They trained really hard for 
this in the past month each knowing 
their part and exactly what they needed 
to do to accomplish it.”

As the team showed obvious success, 
there were also individual successes for 
a few Ragin’ Cajuns during the national 
championship. 

Jaimee Bull set a pending National 
Collegiate Water Ski Association women’s 
salom record for winning that event two 
years in a row. With fellow Louisiana 
teammates, Bailey Austin placed third 
in the women’s salom and Griffin Stange 
was fifth in the men’s salom. 

Edoardo Marenzi won the men’s tricks 
event and Conley Pinette received second 
overall in the men’s competition. Alice 
Bagnoli was second overall, as well as 
placing fifth in the women’s trick event. 
Marie-Lou Moulanier was third overall 
in women’s competition and fourth in the 
women’s jump event. 

Marylou Major placed third in the 
women’s jump event with Carlo Basic 

and Luca Rauchenwald placing third and 
fifth. 

Gonzales said he believes his team did 
well during the season, adding he was 
satisfied with the support of the team 
with each other and how the leaders 
of the team took initiative to improve 
practices. 

“Not much, they are a family, they 
have each other back and really support 
each other,” Gonzales said in a statement 
to The Vermilion. “The team captain 
Harry Spavin has done a tremendous job 
lining up a practice and training program 
that keeps each skier focused on their 
individual role to do what they need to 
do to win.” 

Even though the national 
championship is a huge feat for the water 
ski team, what makes this team unique is 
that 22 members of the water ski team are 
from nine countries. The nine countries 
encompass England, Canada, Italy, 
Austria, France, Germany, Australia, the 
U.S. and Sweden.

For most coaches it would be a 
challenge to be able to break the barrier 
with a team that is from a variety of 
cultures and backgrounds, but Gonzales 
has become comfortable with the 
differences and even takes it upon 
himself to expose them to the Ragin’ 
Cajun culture with teaching them to cook 
gumbo and boil crawfish.

Gonzales, who’s worked with the 
teams for almost ten years, described 
how he grew to understand the players’ 
differences as individuals.

Gonzales said in a statement to The 
Vermilion: “I treat them as individuals 
with no expectations of them being 
different, because they are all different. 
Working in The Veterans Services office, 
being a veteran myself, and again having 
done this for almost ten years, I am quite 
accustomed to being around multi-
cultural populations.

“These skiers come here well prepared 
to ski at the highest level. They train and 
coach each other, as well as counsel each 

other when they don’t do as well as they 
may have wanted to. For the most part, 
I set expectations of how to be a ‘Ragin’ 
Cajun.’ I let them know that being a 
highly successful team in the public eye, 
we are expected to act as champions at all 
times.”

As the team relishes in this victory, 
Gonzales is proud to say that his team 
has a family foundation surrounded 
by support that is not dependent upon 
winning or losing.

“Watching them support each other 
in their small success as they set and 
reached individual goals. I can not say 
enough that this team of students from 
all corners of the globe is truly a family,” 
Gonzales said in a statement to The 
Vermilion. “Having the opportunity 
to see this continue year after year and 
become part of the team culture makes 
all the hard work worth it, even if we 
don’t win.”

Even though winning or losing may 
not be the ultimate focus of the team, 
this Louisiana team is already focusing 
on their future. Their future includes 
a personal goal for a back-to-back 
championship, possibly being the first in 

the school’s history and a desire to relieve 
the stress of lacking some of the athletic 
resources needed for their future success. 

“We would like to see an improved 
facility to make the skier more 
comfortable while they are at the lake 
so they can stay there and study,” Coach 
Gonzales said in a statement to The 
Vermilion. “Having a small budget, we 
have learned to do more with less, but 
having more resources makes us more 
attractive to new recruits, which would 
make us able to win more often. 

“We would also like to eventually gain 
access to the athletic training facility to 
help our athletes get healthier faster when 
recovering from their injuries. This is 
key to our success. We currently rely on 
help from an alumni physical therapist. 
Knowing that we have the resources here 
on campus and not having access because 
we are not NCAA is very frustrating 
and hard to explain to the team and 
their parents, especially when we are 
performing at the levels we are.”

UL water ski coach shares insight on 
recent success, team’s relationship

Photo via Ryan Gonzales
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UL vs TROY
The Louisiana Ragin’ Cajun women’s soccer 
team competed against the Troy Trojans on 

Oct. 27, 2019.
Photos by Brian Tran / The Vermilion

Charles Long
SPORTS WRITER

The Louisiana football team came into 
the 2019 season with high expectations 
and a nice group of returning players 
from their 2018 team that won the Sun 
Belt West Division.

So far, the Ragin’ Cajuns have answered 
many of the questions they had coming 
into the season with a high flying offense 
and stout defense, leading them to a 5-2 
start.

The rushing attack was expected to be 
a strength of the team, and Louisiana’s 
experienced offensive line and three 
running backs have met expectations. 

Louisiana is averaging 286.9 rushing 
yards per game, which ranks them third 
in the country, and 38 points per game, 
which ranks them 15th.

Trey Ragas has a slight edge on his 
teammate Elijah Mitchell for the team 
lead in rushing yards with 598 and seven 
rushing touchdowns on 71 carries, 
averaging 8.4 yards per run, which is 
second in the country. He is only behind 
the third running back on the Ragin’ 
Cajuns, Raymond Calais, who leads the 
nation with 9.4 average yards per rushing 
attempt.

Mitchell is tied for ninth in the country 
with 11 rushing touchdowns. The three 
running backs have tallied a combined 
1,641 yards and 22 touchdowns in only 
seven games.

It’s easy to understand why their 
rushing attack is the strength of the team.

Starting quarterback Levi Lewis is 
having an efficient season, completing 
over 64% of his passes with 1,292 
passing yards and nine touchdowns to 
three interceptions. His favorite target, 
Ja’Marcus Bradley leads the team with 
439 receiving yards and four touchdowns 
on 29 receptions.

The Louisiana defense is having a great 
season in 2019 as well. 

Even though the offense is putting 
up big numbers, the defense is holding 
teams to an average of 20.8 points per 
game. They have five interceptions and 
17 sacks in the seven games played this 
season.

Senior linebacker Jacques Boudreaux 
leads the team with 54 total tackles this 
season, and each position has shown 
improvement this season.

After losing the first game of the season 
to the Mississippi State Bulldogs, the 
Ragin’ Cajuns bounced back to win four 
straight. After losing to Appalachian State 
at home, Louisiana bounced back to win 
on the road against rival Arkansas State.

With a 5-2 record and 2-1 conference 
record, Louisiana is on top of the Sun 
Belt West Division midway through this 
season, and their rushing attack and 
defense is a big reason for that.

The 5-2 start to the season for the 
Ragin’ Cajuns is their best since 2013, 
when they also started 5-2 and finished 
9-4 with a New Orleans Bowl victory.

The team will look to continue rolling 
when they play in their homecoming 
game against the Texas State Bobcats on 
Saturday, following the bye week.

FOOTBALL

Louisiana’s offense led the charge to 
the top of division, conference play

Photo by Brian Tran / The Vermilion

Junior Levi Lewis (1) jukes out a defender during the Mississippi State game on Saturday, 
Aug. 31, 2019.

Photo by Brian Tran / The Vermilion

The Ragin’ Cajuns take on the field before their game against the Appalachian State 
Mountaineers on Wednesday, Oct. 9, 2019.
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Morri Sampey
ALLONS EDITOR

I know that correlation does not equal 
causation, but almost every single LGBT 
person I know is practically obsessed 
with Halloween. It’s definitely my own 
favorite holiday; scary movies are my 
jam, and I’ll take any excuse to eat insane 
amounts of candy. 

If there’s one thing that the histories 
of both Halloween and the LGBT 
community share, it’s dressing up. As I 
discussed in my last article, drag queens 
have been a large part of the LGBT 
community for years. They’re known for 
their often avant-garde makeup looks 
and outfits that make the character, and, 
for some people, Halloween is all about 
the characters and costumes.

Because both passions are so similar 
in that shared costume aspect, it’s not a 
stretch to imagine combining the two. 
What about a Halloween drag show?

If you’re thinking of being the first, you 
might want to come up with an 
original idea of your own, because 
the Boulet Brothers have you beat 
with their show “Dragula.”

The first episode came out on 
Halloween of 2016. The full show 
now consists of three seasons; 
the third of which is still being 
released with eight episodes so 
far and can be seen on Amazon 
Prime. Season one, which originally 
aired on YouTube, had nine 
contestants; season two had 10 and 
season three continues the trend with 11 
contestants. 

There won’t be any spoilers about who 
wins in this article, so if this inspires you 
to watch the show, don’t stop reading. 

Dragula combines the typical drag 
show performance with the spooky flair 
of a Halloween costume. It’s reminiscent 
of RuPaul’s Drag Race smashed with an 
old school horror movie.

The costumes are always creepy, 
and usually what seems to be original 
characters. They often sport unnaturally 
long nails, body paint, wild wigs and  
amazing makeup skills. The contestants 
combine the overdramatic flair of drag 

with the creepy edge of 
Halloween in an impressive 
show of creativity, including 
their drag names.

Although not 
every contestant 
on the show 
has a spooky 
name, like 
Louisiana 
Purchase 
from the 
third 
season, 

there are 
many names 
that scream 
Halloween, such as 
Vander Von Odd from the first season. 

The brothers themselves are often 
sporting spooky looks with big hair and 
dark outfits that feature pops of red or 
white. Individually, they’re known as 
Dracmorda and Swanthula Boulet, and 

they like to coordinate 
their looks on the show, which often 

only adds to the creep factor. What’s 
more unnerving than one creepy figure? 
Two of them.

These frightful queens only have one 
thing to be afraid of: elimination from 

the competition. Winning means a 
prize, the amount of which increases 

each season, and the fame and 
recognition that comes from 

winning such a well-
known show in the 

drag community. 

“Dragula” 
is a great 

show for those 
of you who love 

Halloween but hate 
being scared. If you like 

being on the edge of your seat, a little 
creeped out, but mesmerized by some 
great drag performances, you can check 
out the show on Amazon Prime.

Jami Jacobo
COPY EDITOR

Last week, I was fascinated with the 
sweet young witch, Kiki, from Studio 
Ghibli’s animated film “Kiki’s Delivery 
Service,” so this week we’ll look a little 
closer to home to learn about more 
witches. 

As spooky season slowly approaches 
its end, I want to tell you about our local 
witches — the real ones. 

Before researching Lafayette’s 
alternative spiritual practices, I had 
preconceptions about modern day 
“witches.” I use quotations because I use 
this word as a broad term to describe 
more than just people who practice 
witchcraft.

My interest with these spiritualities 
branches out further than your typical 
idea of witchcraft and into other 
alternative practices like Wicca, Paganism 
and so on.

I was raised in a conservative Hispanic 
Christian home, so growing up, I was told 
witches, warlocks and magic were of the 
devil. I also wasn’t allowed to wear skulls 
or cut my hair short for similar reasons.

My mom’s prejudice against witchcraft 
is exactly why I’m writing about those 
who practice it (or practice a similar form 
of spirituality). There are many people, 
other than just my mom, who hold 
preconceived judgments against what 
they don’t know or understand. 

I want to share with you the truth 
about alternative spiritualities and open 
your mind to the possibility that the 
practices and rituals of other people are 
as justified, or as important as anyone 
else’s. 

Thing is, growing up I always 
questioned the truth in my mom saying 
that these mystical things were satanic, 
and I’m glad I did because I realized that’s 
not what witches — and their practices 
— are about. 

Jarred Breaux graduated from the 
University of Louisiana at Lafayette with 
a B.A. in history and religious studies 
and is now vice president of the Acadiana 
Spiritual Association, so, for him, religion 
is a great passion. 

Breaux and the Acadiana Spiritual 
Association are dedicated to educating 
people about faith and helping correct 
the prejudice against religion and 
spirituality. 

 “Our group is about raising 
awareness of peaceful alternative 
faiths for people not to fear them,” 
Breaux wrote in a message. “Ignorance 
and misunderstanding often fuels 
discrimination. We hope to educate 
people and show them similarities 
between their own faith and the others 
who they believe they may not have 
anything in common with.”

The discrimination Breaux mentions 
was common in my religious upbringing, 
so it’s refreshing to know that there 
are people who want to change for the 
greater good and not just for their own 
selfish benefit. 

It’s beneficial for everyone to be open 
and kind to others. The way Kiki learned 
to be open with others and pass along 
the kindness that she was given is the 
same way anyone can make everyone’s 
life just a little better. These traits are so 
important to learn. Like Breaux said, 
sometimes you’ll learn that you have a lot 
more in common with people than you 
imagine. 

“The vast majority of people who 
consider themselves a witch (and even 
those who do not but practice a form a 
witchcraft like traiteurs) would consider 
themselves doing the work of God (or 
a specific god if they are polytheistic). 
Witchcraft is another form of prayer and 
devotion; it is using tools and objects to 
focus their prayer and intentions,” Breaux 
wrote in a message. 

I figured a few people (including 
myself) had this idea that all witches were 
the same, but Breaux explains that there’s 
a complexity and history in modern day 
practices. 

“I consider Cajun Traiteurs to 
be ‘witches’ because they use 
prayer, herbs and rituals to 
heal, similar to a native 
American witch 
doctor,” Breaux 
wrote in a 
message.

“Creole 
culture is 
heavily 
influenced 
by not only 
French, 
Spanish 
and Native 
American 
faith but also 
by the African 
faiths. We get 
religions like 
Voodoo, Candoble, 
Santeria, etc. that 
syncreticise multiple 
faiths into a new, unique 
religion.”

It’s reasonable to believe that 
Lafayette’s diverse and culture-thick past 
created a lot of overlapping traditions 
within religions. Families — and their 
spiritualities — from all over the world 
were blended in the black pot of south 
Louisiana, so it’s possible that witches 
and Christians can share the same values 
today. 

Even though Halloween is over 
soon, the witches will continue to be 
as mystical and spiritual as ever, so it’s 
important to become a little more aware 
of how we can interact with and be kind 

to others.

CULTURE

Witchcraft in Acadiana handed down 
over multiple generations and cultures

LGBT

‘Dragula’ combines spooks and 
looks in creative drag competition

Allons

Graphic by Amelia Markezich

Graphic by Hannah Rossler
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Timothy Ledet
MUSIC COLUMNIST

To celebrate Halloween, I’ve decided 
to reflect on a genre of music seldom 
mentioned as a definitive portion of 
popular music: horror-pop.

Horror-pop exists in a weird space 
between novelty music and timeless 
entertainment; immediately, the success 
and appeal of Michael Jackson’s “Thriller” 
comes to mind. Novelty Halloween hits 
like “Monster Mash” are also precursors to 
modern horror-pop, but are instead mainly 
seasonal music experiences.

Elements of horror seem to currently 
manifest largely as an aesthetic, with few 
pop artists maintaining a top-to-bottom 
sonically chilling catalog of music.

Indeed, even horror-pop poster girl Billie 
Eilish hasn’t always been able to bear the 
label. Most of her early material takes on a 
foreboding and sad tone, with little before 
her debut album resembling the haunting 
nature of songs like “Bury a Friend” or 
“You Should See Me in a Crown.”

The other vanguards of modern horror-
pop merely dabble in the genre more than 
anything. German pop singer Kim Petras’ 
“Turn Off The Light” is a Halloween-
themed album but doesn’t do much to 
sound like one. 

Japanese-born Joji has a discography 
featuring lo-fi pop with disturbing 
themes and equally spooky vibes but he 
is continually shifting his style to more 
accessible forms of pop music. Similar 
things can be said about Canadian artist 
Grimes, who loves to flaunt creepy visuals 
but tends to favor synth-pop palettes with 
her recent material.

In fact, if appearances were any 
indication, these artists would make you 
believe they’re certainly horror-oriented. 
Joji, Kim Petras, etc. carry heavy horror 
aesthetics that don’t always mirror their 
sound.

Looking deeper into its history, it 
appears as if horror-pop has hardly ever 
existed. Aside from one-off dips into the 
genre and vague horror concepts wrapped 
around albums, the majority of pop music 
refrains from entering that territory.

Michael Jackson has two monumental 
pop hits I argue to be horror pop: the 
aforementioned and more obtuse “Thriller,” 
as well as the dark and slick “Smooth 
Criminal.”

David Bowie’s 1980 concept album 
“Scary Monsters (and Super Creeps)” is 
filled with clear horror tropes without fully 
committing to them.

Rihanna’s “Disturbia” is an incredibly 
successful horror-pop single that remains 
one of the most iconic moments of her 
discography, and yet she does not brand 
herself around the horror aesthetic.

These examples are all singular trends, 
making my assessment of a historical 
horror-pop genre rather inconclusive. 

 Other genres are easily identified by 
their horror elements, while some have the 
same inconsistencies as horror-pop.

Grunge, metal and emo are all notably 
dark genres without widespread popular 
appeal, the main facet of pop music. Emo 
held a similar place as horror-pop, pushing 
thematically scary content without always 
possessing a scary sound.

Emo acts such as Pierce the Veil and 
Paramore were widely successful during 
their peaks but sounded radically different 
from pop music of that era. Modern emo 
sometimes steps into pop songwriting, but 
not nearly enough to justify labeling it as 
horror-pop. Still, I think an artist like Billie 
Eilish owes plenty of her appeal to the likes 
of Lil Peep and XXXTentacion, arguably 
the most notable acts from this modern 
brand of emo.

I’ve come to the end of this discussion 
with one conclusion: Billie Eilish is 
seemingly the only true horror-pop artist. 
Every other artist I’ve investigated either 
prefers horror merely as a visual aesthetic 
or doesn’t sonically enter the realm of pop 
music. Billie Eilish strikes a perfect balance 
between the two and hopefully has created 
a blueprint for horror-pop to succeed in 
the future.

MUSIC

Billie Eilish 
advances 
horror-pop
aesthetic

Brett Smith
POLITICAL COLUMNIST

We often debate the dead. Fortunately 
— or unfortunately — the dead never 
debate us back. They are at our mercy, 
and there isn’t anything short of throwing 
a few vases that they can do. Yet, we see a 
distinct grace in death. As soon as they’re 
dead, our perception changes. 

We don’t talk about them in the same 
ways we used to; we talk about the light 
and happy parts of their personality, even 
if they weren’t often those parts. I’m the 
same way, I’ve always respected the dead 
as much as possible, but up until recently 
I never asked myself “why?”

Today, I ask that for all of us. In 
Arlington National Cemetery, an Army 
cemetery, there was a legal battle about 
what to put on a headstone. The person 
who died was Wiccan, but the cemetery 
didn’t have that symbol approved, so 
she got the closest they had instead. The 
family was outraged naturally, and after 
the battle, the cemetery now has a system 
in place to put essentially whatever 
you want. Whatever religious symbol, 
however, you want it, while following 
some guidelines. Now that seems like a 
happy ending, but yet I still find myself 
wondering why we appease the dead the 
way we do.

If we believe there is an afterlife, then 
that means the person themselves are 
either in a good, bad or neutral place. If 
we believe in reincarnation, then they 
might be a butterfly somewhere. If we 
believe in nothing then the dead holds no 
weight. So why then do we respect them? 
And the thought-provoking question is, 
why do we respect them more than the 
living? 

It seems respect for death is not only 
universal but inherent. You see it in 
almost every culture from the Greeks 
to the Romans to the Egyptians. Yet 
still, we allow a culture to permeate that 
significantly disrespects the living, who 

by all intents and purposes have more to 
lose. 

Yes, I’m talking about the state of our 
immigration quarters. Yes, I’m talking 
about leaving Syria defenseless in the 
middle East. And yes, I’m talking about 
the hazing issue one of our very own 
fraternities is facing. Do we think our 
ICE members make the sign of the cross 
as they pass a cemetery? What about our 
fraternities? 

I believe that maybe the reason we 
respect the dead but hurt the living is that 
we don’t quite understand them. Death 
is mysterious, but more than anything 
it is the great equalizer and empathizer. 
An ICE agent doesn’t reasonably believe 
they’ll ever be in this immigrant’s shoes, 
and he’s probably right. The American 
populace reasonably believes they won’t 
be in a situation like Syria, and they’re 
probably right. 

But we all die. Everyone knows they’ll 
be there, everyone knows that death is 
exact, deliberate and unwavering. Call it 
the grim reaper or the horseman or the 
angel of death, but the result is always 
the same. So we respect this mysterious 
plane because in some subconscious way 
it might get us brownie points in the 
afterlife, wherever that may be. 

I normally ask a question of my 
readers, to mull over until the next article 
I write, and that won’t change today. Ask 
yourself the question when you pass by 
a cemetery; not why you’re respecting 
them, but how can you respect the living? 
Can you recycle, can you volunteer at 
a homeless shelter, can you help out a 
friend?

These are all ways to improve not only 
your livelihood but the lives of others. 
To finish this off, I’ll give a story about 
our Supreme Court Justice Neil Gorsuch. 
When he was still teaching law, he had an 
exercise for his students. He’d ask them 
all on the first day of class to write their 
own eulogy. Afterward, he would have 
them either read it aloud or pick it up, 
but he noticed something in all of them.

None of them were about money. 
None of them were about even helping 
themselves, in fact, every single one 
was about making a difference. Helping 
others, helping the living. Love him or 
hate him, it’s a pretty good exercise. 

So when passing that cemetery, think 
of this article. Think of these minor 
rituals we do to respect them and 
theorize on why they’re important. And 
lastly, don’t wait until they’re dead to give 
them the respect they deserve.

POLITICS

Why we respect the dead 
over the living, how to stop

POLITICS

Halloween an interesting 
holiday, deserves celebration
Christian Janes
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The end of October is nearly upon us, 
and with it comes the most feared holiday 
for our pancreases: the sugar-carb 
explosion that is Halloween. If you’re a 
kid, then this is a holiday truly divinely 
inspired. A day that includes staying up 
late, dressing in fun or scary costumes 
and getting as much free candy as one 
can get their hands on. This is borderline 
ethereal for children and is probably why 
Halloween typically ranks second or third 
on people’s favorite holiday lists.

While children may think this holiday 
is “literally the best thing ever,” adults, 
being unfun crudes, decide to make 
mountains out of molehills when they 
push their thoughts of Halloween being 
a devil’s holiday; a day of evil pagan 
rituals. Of course, as with everything in 
existence, there is a longer, more detailed 
story than that. Allow me to explain here 
Halloween and the difference between 
the holiday we enjoy today and religious 
festival it came from. These two versions 
of the holiday are incredibly different, 
but have a long and rich history of 
influencing each other.

Before I go on, I would like to point out 
that paganism is not used in a pejorative 
sense in this article. Pagans are/were 
people who have valid religious beliefs 
that are no more right or wrong than any 
other religion. They had different beliefs 
from the major ones today, and they had 
different traditions, but that does not 
mean they were wrong.

The earliest holiday generally agreed to 
have been the originator of our modern 
Halloween traditions is a Celtic pagan 
holiday called Samhain. This festival 
marked the end of the harvest season and 
was celebrated with harvesting of crops, 
slaughtering of animals, playing games, 
and having a feast. Since this was the 
end of the harvest, that meant that fall 
was underway and winter was quickly 
approaching, so people would make the 
necessary preparations to their houses for 
winter as well.

Now, if you lived in the year 450 on 
the isles of Britain and Ireland, then 

agriculture and raising livestock was very 
important for you in two respects: getting 
enough food for your family to live off of 
and producing excess to sell off. Farming 
fulfilled basic necessities and would also 
aid in satiating desires through some 
expendable income or bartering. With 
such an important part of their lives 
being something as unpredictable as 
harvests, we can understand why the 
Celts applied a religious emphasis on 
harvesting. 

There is a liminal aspect Samhain 
would have on the year. One half was 
bountiful, lively and warm, the other 
darker, cold and stifling growth. Samhain 
straddles these two sides and is possibly 
why they believed that that day is when 
the barrier between the material and 
spiritual world broke down, allowing 
spirits to walk among mortals.

By the 700s, however, Christianity 
was dominant in Britain and Ireland. 
Christianity had its own versions of 
celebrating the dead. The Christian 
version was a three-day event that 
consisted of All Hallows’ Eve on the 
first day, All Saints’ Day on the second 
and All Souls’ Day on the third. These 
days correspond to the calendar days of 
October 31, November 1 and November 
2, respectively; though, these are the 
modern dates set for the holidays. Before 
the 800s, Christian celebrations were 
done early in the year, sometimes around 
April or May; but when Christianity 
came to dominate the Celts, the dates 
were moved to coincide with Samhain, 
the holiday they were more familiar with. 
Though this change definitely happened, 
it’s not quite certain if this was done to 
erase the pagan holiday by celebrating a 
Christian holiday in its place, or if it was 
more practical with the harvest being 
able to feed pilgrims traveling to Rome.

Samhain and All Hallows’ Eve, the 
precursor to modern Halloween, have 
different origins but came to occupy the 
same day when Christian conversion of 
the British Isles took place. If you will 
notice, neither of these celebrations had 
anything to do with glorifying demons, 
Satan, or evil. They are celebrations 
of those who have passed on, or of 
harvests. The connotation of Samhain 

being a devil’s holiday might in large 
part come from one British surveyor/
amateur historian in the 1700s who 
mistranslated Samhain to mean the Celts’ 
“Lord of Death” and not “Summer’s 
End” as its actual meaning. Of course, 
misinformation has a way of spreading so 
fast and be so impervious to the fact that 
it lasts for hundreds of years.

I’ll finish off this holiday’s fascinating 
history with how trick-or-treating came 
into the mix. During the three-day 
holiday span, Christians would make 
“soul cakes” which were usually filled 
with spices like cinnamon or nutmeg 
and dried fruit. These were made to 
commemorate the holiday and the 
dead. Children would then go “souling” 
going door-to-door and beg each home 
for cakes. This tradition was celebrated 
from the medieval period up to the 
1930s and is still celebrated in smaller 
places around the world. Souling would 
then be replaced when trick-or-treating 
became popular in North America in the 
1930s, giving us the modern practice. 
Dressing up in costumes is a more recent 
development, coming into widespread 
popularity in the 16th century.

The holiday we celebrate with children 
and candy is meant to be fun with events 
like dressing up in costumes, eating 
sweets and spending time with family; 
the three-day Christian festivals of All 
Hallowtide is a time of reflecting, of 
remembrance of the Christians who have 
departed. By dressing up in costume and 
trick-or-treating, you are not playing 
with the devil, nor are you celebrating 
pagan holidays; you are simply involving 
yourself in a fun, family-friendly activity 
that has a long and rich history. 

Halloween and All Hallows’ Eve are 
related and have a long history with each 
other, but over time they have drifted, 
one becoming essentially a secular 
celebration, and the other remaining an 
important religious holiday. To celebrate 
Halloween is not blasphemous or satanic; 
if anything, it is religiously neutral 
and saying otherwise is ignoring the 
fascinating journey the holiday has taken 
to reach us today.

Graphic by Danielle Kemp

Graphic by Danielle Kemp
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Elliot Wade
AFRICAN-AMERICAN COLUMNIST

Here in Louisiana, it seems as if we’ve 
only just begun to taste autumn and 
already October is nearly over. Luckily, 
Halloween is just around the corner to 
bid October a proper farewell. As much 
fun as costumes, scary movies and 
copious amounts of candy consumption 
can be, this is a holiday that hasn’t 
gone without hiccups. Last year, we 
discussed how easy it is not to be racist 
on Halloween. (Hint: don’t paint your 
skin color darker than it is, and just 
don’t go as a marginalized identity for 
Halloween.)

Tourism is a massive part of 
Louisiana’s economy, and elements of 
the supernatural have drawn crowds for 
countless decades. People can’t seem to 
get enough of the prospect of the power 
of Marie Laveau’s grave or the potential 
to stumble upon lingering soul on some 
midnight cemetery tour. Somehow it is 
entertaining to imagine the fantastical 
powers that lay in the murky waters of 
our swamps. All this accomplishes is 
erasing the reality of the history of this 
land. It is haunted — the remnants of 
atrocities against human beings linger 
today in our laws, our religions, and our 
culture.

In an effort to acknowledge this, I’d 
like to urge everyone to avoid visiting 
haunted plantations this Halloween. 
There’s no harm in having a little bit of 
spooky fun, but that can be accomplished 
without minimizing the very real 
experiences of enslaved people and the 
role of the trans-Atlantic slave trade in 
Louisiana.

The inhumane treatment of the 
enslaved pushed the enslaved population 
of Saint Domingue (later Haiti) to its 
limit. In August of 1791, a revolution 
began. Though the fight dragged on until 
November of 1803, it was all worth it. 
Upon winning their freedom, the black 
Haitians abolished slavery, declared 
racism illegal and were now the victors 
of the first successful anti-imperial 
revolution in the history of the Atlantic. 
Seeing no point in continuing with 
his Louisiana colony, Napoleon sold 
Louisiana to the United States in 1803. 

After the revolution, Louisiana 
stepped in to fulfill the high demand 
for sugar. Unbeknownst to the French 
slave owners, they were creating the 
exact conditions that allowed the Haitian 
revolution to take place. Louisiana was 
becoming known for its particularly 
brutal conditions. Slaves worked 
longer hours, faced more brutal 
punishments, and lived 
shorter lives than any 
other slave society 
in North America. 
By 1810, slaves 
made up 
75% of 

the total population and close to 90% of 
households owned slaves. 

Every aspect of life on Louisiana 
plantations was difficult for slaves. They 
lived in small, two-room brick cabins, 
with each house holding an entire family. 
They only ate stew or jambalaya — just 
enough to survive and work. The process 
of growing sugar cane started in chilly 
January, with planting completed by 
February. Slaves were assigned to tend to 
the crops, weed and irrigate and guard 
against insects and other dangers. During 
the hot summer months, mosquitoes 
spread deadly tropical diseases and the 
slaves turned their attention to other 
plantation tasks such as repairing levees, 
making bricks and preparing for the fall 
harvest. 

The most brutal part of the crop cycle 
was the fall grinding season. During 
this season, it was a race against time to 
harvest the entire crop before the first 
frost. Once the harvest began, slaves 
worked sixteen or more hours per day, 
seven days a week. According to the 
historians of the Whitney Plantation, 
Sugar production was a dangerous 
process, involving the handling of boiling 
liquids.  Sugar cane juice was heated in a 
series of open kettles and pans called the 
“Jamaica Train.” The slaves poured juice 
from boiler to boiler with long-handled 
ladles. 

A first punishment would be 
imprisonment, and the next would be 
the whip. For more serious offenses, 
whipping turned into a public display 
of abhorrent cruelty and power. This 
torture served to remind slaves of their 
inferior position, and their less-than-
human status. For the worst offenders, 
the French planters designed torture 
devices that would remind the offender 
of their actions, such as collars and metal 
masks. The ultimate price to pay on 
the plantation was death. This level of 
cruelty later lead to the largest uprising in 
American history.

There are plenty of other ways to get 
your fear-fix. Not too far from Lafayette, 
you can find The Fright Trail.

 There’s also The 13th Gate in 
Baton Rouge, widely regarded as one of 
the top haunted houses in the country. 
If none of those strike your fancy and 
you’re hell-bent on going to a plantation, 
visit the Whitney Plantation — one of the 
only ones in the country that focus the 
narrative on those that were enslaved. 

As you reflect on lonesome ghouls 
and restless spirits hiding just beyond 

the cypress trees, take a moment to 
consider their humanity and 

honor them. 
Suddenly, they 
aren’t so scary.

AFRICAN-AMERICAN

Ignore that haunted 
plantation tour this year

 
What scares you the most?

Sounding Off is a section devoted to the voice of students. Views 
expressed in Sounding Off do not reflect those of UL Lafayette 
administrators, faculty, staff or other students.

Photos and interviews by Brian Tran.

 SOUNDING

OFF

Reese Chafin
BUSINESS MARKETING  Sophomore

“Cockroaches, because 
I was always scared of 
them since I was little.”

Sophia Knight
KINESIOLOGY  Freshman

“Being buried alive 
because it’s big scary.”

Kyle Bonin
MOVING IMAGE ARTS  Sophomore

“Being stranded at sea.”

Arriana Anglada
NURSING  Sophomore

“Drowning from big 
waves because I hate not 
being able to breathe.”

Bailey Bourgeois
GRAPHIC DESIGN  Freshman

“Being forgotten.”

Luke Johnson
KINESIOLOGY  Sophomore

“Solitary confinement. 
Being separated from 
all other human beings 
would be lonely.”

Graphic by Hannah Rossler

Homecoming Game 
Day Bus Schedule
A MESSAGE FROM THE OFFICE OF TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

Due to parade road closures, the bus service will 
begin at 1 p.m. Buses will run from stops on Rex 
Street and the Student Union to Reinhardt Drive. 
Students are encouraged to use the Rex Street 
location because the bus service will be more 
extensive than the student union.
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Vote.org is a registered 501(c)(3) nonprofit and does 
not support or oppose any political candidate or party.

vote.org/la2019

NOVEMBER  
ELECTION ALERT

AT YOUR EARLY 
VOTING LOCATION

Saturday, November 2 
8:30am—6pm

November 4—November 9 
8:30am—6pm

AT YOUR ELECTION DAY 
VOTING LOCATION

Saturday, November 16 
7am—8pm

for Governor and state representatives
VOTE

 Look up your voting location and sample ballot:
vote.org/la2019

Young voters between the ages of 18-29 changed the outcome of the 2018 election. 
We’re expecting record high turnout in 2019 and you’ll want to be part of it. 


